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FILTER: LastTech NewsJobsSocialIT ServicesMobilesPCsAppsGamingComputingWho isMore GadgetsTelecomFAQsTwitter users can now use physical security key 2FA authentication on their Android and iOS devicesPhysic security key support 2FA authentication is there on Twitter for two years now, but it only worked on computers where users can actually connect a USB key to authentication login.
Twitter last year went into the WebAuthn protocol, which removed the barrier from using security keys for limited devices and also brought support for more devices and browsers. Google Maps to get this Facebook-like feature google maps soon going to add feed to your platform - similar to what you see on Facebook - showing your users the latest comments, photos and posts in places on the Explore tab
app. Users can like these posts and track new people and businesses and save locations of their choice. Google Chrome to improve the dark mode of future updates Google is working to improve Chrome's dark mode for Windows 10 and macOS users. Although the current dark mode works with a dark theme in Windows 10, it only changes the color of the top-level user interface. With the next update,
Google plans to apply the dark mode theme throughout the Chrome web browser. Google names the 21 Best Android Apps 2020YouTube will be testing 8K streaming for Android TV users, claims reportAdthr lying the world is still catching up with 4K content, Google-owned video streaming platform YouTube has apparently begun testing streaming 8K content on its platform. According to a report by
Android Police, version 2.12.08 YouTube app brings limited support to Android TVs running Android 10 and above. This means that smart TVs that work with any previous version of Android don't get support. Google plans to make the add-on chapters in YouTube videos easier Google has confirmed that they have begun testing a new AI machine learning algorithm for YouTube that uses machine learning
to detect video texts to automatically create video chapters. The Delhi government is launching an app for safe commute Covid-19 patientsJeevan Seva app has been launched in partnership with EVERA. Covid patients can download the app via a link that the Delhi government sends via sms and QR code. This popular Android messaging app was removed from the Google Play StoreJust last week, it was
announced that the popular messaging app - Go SMS Pro - has exposed the personal information of millions of its users and now as a result it appears that the app has been removed from the Google Play Store. With over 500 million new apps likely to be 5 years into the COVID-19 pandemic leading to a digital transformation rate ever, more than 500 million new applications are likely to be built worldwide
over the next five years, Rajiv Sodhi, Chief Operating Officer, Of Microsoft India, said wednesday, quoting an industry report. The Google Fit app can overhaul, new features added Because as part of the upgrade, the Google Fit app shows information about different connected applications and devices into one hub. It also comes with a summary of the user's metrics to look briefly on the home screen to
see if they meet their daily and weekly goals for heart points and steps, check out your latest workouts and track your heart rate, weight and blood pressure trends over time. Instagram launches the Reels and Shopping tabFacebook-owned photo-sharing app Instagram has announced that it will add new tabs to the home screen of your app. The company adds the reels tab and the Shop tab. Both new tabs
have been added to the home screen are said to make it easier for the user to discover new content as well as shop through the app. The Apple Watch may help you end your future nightmares related to PTSDAid system uses sensors in the smartwatch to monitor a user's heart rate and body movements during sleep and sleep. The app collects data from a smartwatch and send it to a server that
compares it to the underlying baseline sleep profile of users based on an algorithm and detects any irregularities in the sleep pattern in real time and informs users of shuttle vibrations that are only designed to break the nightmare pattern and not sleep. Warehouse Kids announces seed funding for Mumbai AngelsLattu Kids specializing in digital learning tools for children. Its popular Warehouse Kids app
focuses on improving English vocabulary, English reading and math foundation skills for children under 10 years through fun, fun learning in animated videos and games. WhatsApp can bulk delete the featureThe new feature announced by the company via Twitter, where it said: We've made it easy to watch, bulk delete items and free space. You can find this new storage management tool in &gt; Storage
and data &gt; Manage memory. Samsung Free replaces the existing Samsung Daily news channel service Samsung has officially announced the termination of its Samsung Daily newsfeed service, which collects news and information from various services and websites and shows Samsung users directly to their home screen in one place. The company has also confirmed that a new service called
Samsung Free will soon be transferred to the Daily news feed. This Apple app has received its biggest update ever, calling it the biggest update yet for the app, Apple said it has rolled out highly sought-after features. Clips 3.0, which are available today in the App Store, features a smoother interface and full-screen browsers for iPhone that make it even easier to record and add effects, said Apple in a press
release. Google is testing the Play StoreGoogle app comparison feature, recently updated its Play Store app with a new filter search feature, and it looks like the company has already started working with another feature in the App Store. InsuranceDekho launches online mobile app ID Edge'Tech InsuranceDekho has launched ID Edge, a mobile app that allows individuals, including insurance partners, to
sell insurance through their seller's platform. Microsoft Office apps for iPad updated touchpad and mouse supportAfter Apple added touchpad support through the iPadOS software update, Microsoft announced that the entire Office apps on the iPad will be compatible with Apple's iPad touchpad this fall. Keeping your word, the company has started rolling out across the iPadOS cursor support office apps for
iPad.6 things to watch before downloading a new Android app for phone photo © Yiu Yu Ho/Getty Images Social network and photography go together like peanut butter and jelly, don't you agree? These days there are so many Android smartphones that come equipped with cameras that are powerful enough to capture some seriously professional-looking shots. You would be crazy not to want to share
them with your friends online. Here are just a handful of the best Android-friendly social photo sharing apps that allow you to do just that. You can use some of them already! Android Instagram app. You must have known Instagram was on the list, didn't you? The popular photo-sharing app that was originally built just for the iPhone has come a long way since its early days. Your friends are already the most
likely to do so and it is arguably one of the easiest, fastest and most enjoyable apps to use. You can use it to edit photos, choose from the different filters that apply to them, mark their location, tag friends, and even post with portrait or landscape orientation. Android Instagram app. Flickr was the original social network of photography lovers that prevailed long before Instagram blew up. These days, it's still
a wildly popular platform for people to use to create, record and share albums of their photos. Each account comes with 1 TB of free space. Flickr's Android app is absolutely stunning, giving you full control over your photo editing and organization. Don't be shy about starting exploring the community side of the app too, where you can browse other users' albums to discover new photos and interact with
them like a real social network. Google Photos app on Android. Google Photos is more of a powerful backup, storage and organization platform than a social network, but it still offers some great sharing options. You can use shared albums with other users to access and share photos they've taken (similar to the Moments in Your Job app), and you can instantly share up to 1,500 photos with everyone, no
matter what device they're using. In addition to sharing photos, Google also offers users some powerful editing options not only for photos, but also for videos! Google Photos is one of the most popular choices to make automatic backups of photos and videos taken via mobile device, eliminating concerns about running out of space. The EyeEm app for Android. EyeEm is kind of like Instagram for who are
really serious about capturing beautiful photos. The EyeEm community includes millions of photographers who use the app to share their best works and get exposure. If you're a photographer who wants to get noticed, EyeEm is the place to be. New and emerging photographers are featured and promoted every day, and you can even make money licensing your photos to EyeEm Market or other markets
like Getty Images. Imgur app for Android. Imgur is one of the best and most popular free image sharing platforms on the internet. This app is dominated by silly memes, screenshots, animated GIFs and more fun stuff from the community that keeps you entertained for hours. With a slick and easy to use layout, the Imgur app looks like a bit of a cross between Pinterest and Instagram. You can go and upload
your photos showcased in your profile and use home feed to browse staff picks that are popular, awesome stuff, storytime pictures and so much more. The Foap app for Android. Finally, if you're someone who's really proud of your photos, you might want to consider selling them to Foap – a great photography market for buyers and sellers. You can create your own portfolio and start attracting buyers who
actively want to pay photographers to use their photos. Foap also has a pious feature called Missions, which are photography competitions for big brands that cost winners hundreds of dollars for their submissions. The app is also perfect for just browsing and looking for a bit of inspiration by researching other users' profiles and following them to see more of what they post.
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